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1. Analysis of CSR training systems which exist in countries of the project partners 
(„VET-system analysis“) 

 

1.1 Results (detailed results for each participant country, please see Annex 1): 

 Italy Austria Germany Spain 

Price, fees  20€ at the 

lower end, 

average 

between 300-

1200€, 6000€ 

higher end; 

mostly free 

190  EUR for 

day saminar to 

4.950 EUR 

(excl. VAT) 

Between 199€ at the lower 

end to 4550€ at the higher 

end; few trainings are free 

Between 200 

and 3700€; 

mostly free of 

charge 

Duration 

 

Between 8 and  

200hrs,  

2- 8 days; 5 

monthly 

modules 

during half 

year; (2 

semesters, 

academic, not 

VET) 

Between 1-5 days; one 

training of 90hrs; Master: 4 

weeks within 12 months; 2 

semester (academic); 4 

months;   

4 hrs; 1-2 

days; 50 hours 

in 1 month;  

permanent 

throughout 

the 6 year 

project 

running period 

Title 

 

certificate of 

attendance 

certificate of 

attendance 

certificate of attendance certificate of 

attendance 

Certification 

 

Ecolnet label 

EETLS; Valore 

Sociale; Social 

Accountability 

International 

(SAI), 

Award, 

Academic CSR-

Manager 

(based on the 

regulations of 

the FHStG 

idgF) 

Certificate: Sustainability 

Manager(GUTcert); 

University of Rostock 

Certificate; VORERST 

Certificate:”CSR-Manager”; 

Certificate „Corporate 

Responsibility Manager 

(University of Bayreuth)“; 

Certificate “Examined CSR 

and Sustainability 

Manager” (Euroforum 

Akademie), Certificate of 

Schule für Tourismus 

Not found 
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1.2 General analysis:  
Trainings in Italy and Spain are predominantly free of charge, since most of the projects 

offering training in CSR-matters and sustainable tourism are either financed publicly by 

Governments or European Union Funds, or they are being offered by Chambers of Commerce 

or other Associations.  

There are only few official titles or educational certificates being mentioned in the case of Italy 

or Spain, a part from the certificate of assistance.   This may have to do with the public 

character of the projects, some of which offer a collective approach, e.g. a territorial label, 

which is being promoted and communicated collectively (http://ca.gsrural.org). 

However, especially in the case of Italy, one important part of CSR-related trainings and 

education is part of some well established CSR-certificates such as SA 8000 (on worker’s 

rights), EETLS (environmental performance), or “Valore Sociale” (certificate regarding social 

and environmental performance). 

The Austrian VET offer can range from a daily seminar to entire university studies 

(DanubeUniversity). Therefore also cost ranges differ from 190 EUR to 4.950 EUR (excl. VAT). 

Moreover it is remarkable that the VET providers are rather located in the private sector than 

CSR trainings are offered by public institutions.  

The German VET offer is characterized by fees between 199 € (two-day training offered by 

DSFT, which offers low prices because of public funding) up to 4550€ for a more 

comprehensive set of training and education contents (offered by an organization of general 

benefit (the Fundraising Akademie gGmbH) in cooperation with private sector consultancies 

(Price Waterhouse Cooper). 

Private sector trainings frequently include an official educational certificate, which is being 

obtained by participants in a final exam (e.g. Certificate “Examined CSR and Sustainability 

Manager” www.euroforum.de/). 

Only a few trainings pursue the aim of “on the job”- learning and implementation of CSR in the 

companies. Exceptions may be EETLS (Europe), Gestio Sostenible Rural (Spain), Chamber of 

Commerce of Treviso (Italy).  

Therefore, one conclusion is that the on-the job approach of “Train to Change” is well suited to 

help the implementation of CSR in the organization. The train-the trainer approach of “Train to 

Change” is unique and has been found in none of the cases studied in the VET System analysis. 

The results are not fully representative of each national situation, but they can be seen as high 

quality random samples, providing important insights into the current situation. 

http://ca.gsrural.org/
http://www.euroforum.de/
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1.3 Comments, national analysis: 

SPAIN:  

1. What is, generally spoken, on offer, regarding any CSR related VET-projects addressing 

SMES in tourism? 

In the first place, there are specific CSR training initiatives, both public and private, and in the 

form of a public-private consortium. Public institutions and actors are, for example: 

Autonomous Governments, the Central Government, Consortium based on a cooperation 

between public administration and private organizations.  

Also, there is an interesting model of CSR in AEC –Spanish Association of Quality.  

Moreover, we have found a very comprehensive model for environmental liability applied to 

rural tourism. It offers SMEs trainings in codes of conduct, descriptions how to realize CSR 

Memories in the tourism sector, among other topics. 

In second place, results suggest that the tourist sector in Spain has more divisions apart from 

the distinction between “SME vs. Large Enterprise”: rural-urban, restaurant-hotel-bar and 

family business and other legal forms of businesses (public limited company). These factors 

should be taken into account by any program has aimed at SMEs in the tourism sector. 

In third place, the difference between private and public initiatives is the payment of fees for 

participating in trainings. Private agents such as travel agencies or consultancies are expensive, 

whereas publicly financed training projects are usually free of charge. The overview of the 

research, although it is difficult to find completely all local initiatives –specially private ones, 

show that only a quarter -25%- are private. 

2. Specifically, are there any projects that are identical to Train to Change, complying with 

the following criteria: SMEs in tourism, CSR management system (incl. reporting), 

certification scheme, train-the-trainer program? 

Special offers for SMEs in tourism concerning CSR education or VET-programs were not found. 

ITALY: 

1. Final Comment:  

My impression is that there are not so many courses on CSR addressing SMEs (there are more 

addressing students), moreover Chambers of Commerce look to be the most active body with 

regard to this topic, offering to SMEs both: an information desk and training opportunities. 

With regard to label, accommodation is the most developed sector with labels of quality, eco-

friendship, etc. In addition to that one can notice that CSR in general is a quite a spread 

concept, but rarely applied to tourism (expect for some accommodations).  Public through 
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Chambers of Commerce address SMEs, Private bodies are mainly focused on students or SMEs 

counseling (ex. social balance sheet). 

AUSTRIA: 

1. What is, generally spoken, on offer, regarding any CSR related VET-projects addressing 

SMES in tourism? 

There are general programs focusing on CSR Management education and capacity/awareness 

building. The courses vary in time and intensity. Hence there are courses with a rather 

theoretical focus but also some courses focusing on a practical approach. Education in CSR 

and/or tourism is rather provided on a university basis but then not on a vocational training 

basis or part-time education (see: http://www.modul.ac.at/pgm/msc/csr). Furthermore one 

can find a tendency towards private universities and universities of applied sciences offering 

csr and tourism related studies, than public universities. This might also be true due to the fact 

that "tourism studies" in Austria are normally taught in universities of applied sciences. 

2. Specifically, are there any projects that are identical to Train to Change, complying with 

the following criteria: SMEs in tourism, CSR management system (incl. reporting), 

certification scheme, train-the-trainer program? 

Special offers for SMEs in tourism concerning CSR education or VET-programs were not found. 

3. Please make a brief reference to: What is your impression regarding the quantity and 

quality of the VET offer? Can you detect any tendencies? Which touristic sectors are 

mainly being addressed? Which type of companies or target groups? What is the role 

of public institutions and /or private providers of VET programs? 

There are not many educational programs on CSR. One can find more CSR consultants than 

VET programs. The courses are rather generally held, than going into a specific sector in order 

to cover a broad public. Public institutions tend to offer rather general courses whereas 

private/individual organizations are going into more details. 

GERMANY: 

What is, generally spoken, on offer, regarding any CSR related VET-projects addressing SMES in 

tourism? 

There are general programmes focusing on CSR Management education and 

capacity/awareness building. The courses vary in time and intensity. Hence there are courses 

with a rather theoretical focus. Only one offer especially for tourism was found. The large 

number of CSR-  trainings are definitely linked to the funding of the BMAS (Ministry for Social 

affairs) for promoting CSR in SME.  Real study programmes (Bachelor or Master in presence) 

were not considered. 
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2. Specifically, are there any projects that are identical to Train to Change, complying with 

the following criteria: SMEs in tourism, CSR management system (incl. reporting), 

certification scheme, train-the-trainer program? 

There was one special offers for SMEs in tourism concerning CSR that could be found. We 

know of an online- training on Sustainable tourism for travel agents that was shut down just 

recently. A train the trainer programme was not offered. 

3. Please make a brief reference to: What is your impression regarding the quantity and 

quality of the VET offer? Can you detect any tendencies? Which touristic sectors are 

mainly being addressed? Which type of companies or target groups? What is the role 

of public institutions and /or private providers of VET programs? 

There are quite a number of educational programmes on CSR. They are more general than 

tourism specific. Some are very profound concerning speakers. Yet they are mostly theoretical 

seminars without special reference to the company. 

1.4 Recommendations 

With reference to the design of the trainings in Train to Change, a recommendation may be to 
adapt the  

 contents (maybe even the CSR indicators)and  

 didactics (e.g. needs assessment, transfer to work place etc.)  
to the different  

 types of companies (e.g. family business, self employed entrepreneurs etc.) and the  

 different tourism subsectors (guides, accommodation, tour operators etc) as well as  

 geographical differences (rural, costal, urban) 

  
The following diagram summarizes this differentiation:
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Diagram:  
"Aspects recommended to be taken into account when designing CSR trainings for SMEs"
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2. Online survey about SMEs in the tourism sector (see Annex 2) 
The survey was carried out by the participating organizations in Train to Change. Its aim was 
not to produce representative numbers about SME behavior regarding CSR in each country, 
rather the aim was to get some previous insight into the realities and needs of the specific 
target groups for the respective national CSR trainings in the course of Train to Change. 
 
Number of participating SMEs: 

Germany: 3 ; Italy: 6; Austria: 16 

The survey was carried out from April, 16th to May, 16th , 2012 

2.1 Summary of the results:  

In the survey, SMEs from the following touristic subsectors where represented:  

Germany: tour operators and travel agencies 

Italy: tour operators 

Austria: accommodation, gastronomy, leisure and event organizations, and shelters (within the 

naturefriend movement). 

The majorities of SMEs taking part in the survey are microenterprises, and have less than 10 

employees. Many indicate that they do not have other operational units apart from 

management.  

Seasonal or otherwise non permanent employees play an important role in the functioning of 

these enterprises. 

Sustainable tourism and the reduction of negative impacts on the environment are the areas 

where the companies were most active in terms of CSR. 

About a third of them do not contact or speak with their stakeholders about their social 

responsibility. Among those of them who do maintain such contacts with their stakeholders, 

many do not extend these contacts to NGOs. 

While managers and employees are usually interested in CSR, clients are only sometimes 

interested in this matter.  In many cases, there is a lack of k knowledge, especially about the 

interest of clients in CSR. 

2.2 The results according to country and survey question: 

Question 1:  Which touristic sector does your company operate in? 

Question 2: How many employees has your company?  

Question 3: Which percentage of your workforce are temporary or seasonal workers? 
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Germany: The responding enterprises have less than 10 employees, tour operators and  travel 

agencies. Non permanent employees do not play an important role in the enterprises 

functioning. 

Italy: The majority of responding enterprises are tour operators of less than 10 employees. 

Half of them work with seasonal employees. Every third enterprise (33%) says that more than 

half of its workforce consists of seasonal workers. 

Austria: Most of the responding enterprises have less than 10 employees and are from the 

following sectors: accommodation, gastronomy, leisure and event organizations, and shelters. 

About 80% of them work with non permanent employees. Half of them say their workforce 

consists of about 50% non permanent employees.  

Question 4: Apart from Management, does your company have other administrative units, 

meaning different people with different responsibilities (e.g. Human Resources, Finance, Sales 

etc.)? 

The majority of German and Austrian SMEs have less than 10 employees and at the same time 

do not have other units apart from management. It can be assumed that many of them are 

probably one-person-enterprises. Half of the Italian SMEs do have other organizational units 

apart from management.    

Question 5: In which of the following CSR-related areas is your company active? 

The majority of German SMEs participating in the survey are active in fair tourism (66%) the 

reduction of negative impacts on the environment (33%) as well as health related issues (33%). 

Italian SMEs indicate a strong preference for sustainable tourism (100%) and in second place 

for the application of sustainability criteria in their relations with providers of accommodation, 

culture, the reduction of negative impacts on the environment as well as education and 

awareness building (all 83,3%). 

Austrian SMEs are active in sustainable tourism (61,5%), the application of sustainability 

criteria in their relations with clients (53,8%) and providers (46,2%), as well as the reduction of 

negative impacts on the environment (53,8%) and social benefits for employees (46,2%).  

Question 6: Is your company in contact and exchanges views with one or more of the following 

groups about their expectations towards its Social Responsibility? 

Two third of the German SMEs say they do not carry out such exchange with stakeholders 

(66,6%). The other third maintains the exchange with the local community, employees, clients 

and providers. None of them is in contact with NGOs, financial institutions or the public 

administration when it comes to their CSR. 

One third of the Italian SMEs do not carry out the exchange with their stakeholders about the 

CSR of the enterprise. Those who do maintain this exchange indicate that they are in contact 

with almost all stakeholders with the exception of NGOs and financial institutions.  
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While 30% of Austrian SMEs do not exchange views with stakeholders about their CSR, the 

other 60 % do this - to some degree -with all the different stakeholders, including NGOs (23%). 

Question 7: Is management interested in the social responsibility of its company? 

Question 8: Are the employees interested in the social responsibility of their company ? 

Question 9: Are the clients interested in the social responsibility of the company? 

The majority of managers (66%) in German SMEs are interested in the social responsibility of 

their enterprise and 33% are partly interested. Only 30% of employees in these SMEs are said 

to be interested and 66% only partly interested. The majority of responding SMEs (66%) do not 

know whether their clients are interested in CSR, but 30% say clients are partly interested.   

Italian SMEs say 100% of their managers and employees are interested in CSR, and  50% of 

their clients, the other half is interested partly. 

The picture in the case of the Austrian SMEs is much different: although a majority (83,3%) of 

managers is said to be interested in the social responsibility of their organization, there are 

also voices who say they are not interested (8,3%) and some who do not know (8,3%). 

Austrian employees are interested in CSR (50%), but 25% of responding SMES also say they do 

not know.  25% of employees are said to be partly interested.    

The clients of Austrian SMEs are said to be partly interested in the CSR of the company 

(41,7%), 16,7% interested and another 16,7% not interested.  25% of SMEs do not know about 

the interest of their clients in this respect.  

2.3 Analysis and Recommendations 

1. Probably many of the microenterprises are one person-enterprises or self-employed 

persons, since many indicate that they do not have other operational units apart from 

management. The absence of such operational units also can mean that every member of the 

staff has to do everything and that there is no real division of tasks or expertise. 

Therefore it may be helpful to introduce flexible procedures for the implementation of CSR, 

such as varying or reducing the number of indicators or managerial tasks going along with the 

implementation process.   Flexible procedures may also mean that “Train to Change” discusses 

with these SME representatives new models for the implementation of CSR, e.g. a collective 

approach together with other organizations or associations.  

In case there is more than one staff, the organization of work may be an issue in these 

enterprises. Having a designated CSR-manager may be the first time these organizations divide 

tasks- which can even affect the power-balance in these SMEs. Here, a general 

recommendation may be to take into account the possible impacts of changes to the SMEs, 

when designing the CSR trainings.   
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2. Seasonal or otherwise non permanent employees play an important role in the functioning 

of these enterprises. A general recommendation may be to take into account this stakeholder 

group when designing CSR trainings, since seasonal employment can be synonymous with 

precarious working conditions, lack of skills, limited chances for professional and personal 

development and even certain risks of social exclusion1.  

3. According to the survey, about a third of SMEs do not contact or speak with their 

stakeholders about their social responsibility. Therefore, a recommendation may be to include 

in the CSR trainings practical tools for the communication with stakeholders, especially with 

clients. 

 

 3. Focus Group in Spain, carried out by LIPA/UAB in cooperation with Catalonian SME 

association PIMEC (see Annex 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture: Focus group at PIMEC, Barcelona, 16th of April, 2012 

3.1 The methodology of Focus Groups and the results obtained 
A Focus Group, in very general terms, is a meeting of people who are experts in a certain issue, 
because of their experiences in life or because of their specific knowledge. They voluntarily 
come together in order to exchange views or obtain a certain result regarding a topic that 
concerns them. They are being guided by questions made by an external facilitator who is in 
charge of empowering the participants to voice their opinion, but does not intervene in the 
contents discussed. LIPA/UAB had the role of the facilitator.  

                                                           
1
 Please note that the naturefriend movement functions on the basis of volunteers. 
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The participants came from SMEs as well as SME associations in tourism in the region of 

Catalonia. The represented subsectors were: gastronomy, catering, accommodation, 

consultancy, tourist guides. 

The results of the Focus Groups in Barcelona on April 16th and in Tarragona on April 17th, 2012, 

are being displayed below, in form of clusters of statements which contain similar or identical 

ideas. 

You see different blocks of topics, in accordance with the different sets of questions, LIPA/UAB 

applied, see annex (e.g. “Bloque 1”, which was about the culture, corporate government and 

management of SMEs).  The answers given in this Block are summarized in clusters –e.g. “de 

que depende la RSC?”- “what does CSR depend on?”, which was one topic participants 

discussed in Block 1. In this cluster the different statements made by participants are being 

listed, e.g. “exigencia disproporcionada PYMEs”- ”disproportionate requirements towards 

SMEs”.  

In addition to that you find the transcription of the comments in the annex of this document. 

3.2 The results 

There are three major concerns coming out of the discussion of the Focus groups: 

1. The role of the employees in the organization 

2. What are the costs, benefits and the requirements of CSR 

3. How can CSR be implemented  

3.2.1 The role of employees 

How to motivate or oblige employees to deal with concerns of the company and with CSR? 

How to communicate CSR towards them? What can the employer do in cases of ethical 

dilemmas? 

There is a lack of commitment on behalf of employees:  

There is a culture of confrontation with the employers; there is a paternalistic relation 

between management and employees; a lack of education and quality on behalf of the 

employees 

There are conflicts between employees and employers:  employees do not comply with their 

duties in order to harm the employer; employees are materialistic;  

Work-life balance is an important issue 

3.2.2 What are the costs, benefits and the requirements of CSR? 

What do participants know about CSR? 
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There are best practices out there; CSR is something for big companies. Is CSR about 

compliance or about a way o life, or is it about marketing? 

 

The benefits are not clear: 

A long term view is relevant; the costs are high 

Different perception of the benefits: 

The client may feel better, the general public may perceive that SMEs are compliant 

Nevertheless, participants give some importance to the spirit of CSR, the majority express that 

the present time of crisis may not be the best moment to implement it, since managers must 

deal with ongoing problems and difficulties. However, a minority expresses with courage that 

they think now is the “best moment “ because CSR could be  the critical and decisive way to 

improve the optimization of processes in the companies, which could prepare them for the 

future and make them sustainable. The participants make special reference to the crucial 

dimension of good communication in interpersonal relations, that are central in the touristic 

sector, e.g. between employees and with clients. 

 

3.2.3 How can CSR be implemented?  

CSR depends on many factors:  disproportionate requirements, the current crisis, bureaucracy, 

lack of attention by public administration,  

What do we have to do?  

Motivate employees, promote training, education and quality? 

There are difficulties for implementation: 

Materials are being stolen, clients are not educated and are not aware, EU norms, lack of 

commitment by public administration, the role of assurances, some measures remain isolated 

(energy efficient light bulbs, environmental brochures for hotel guests), obsolete technology is 

still in place 
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3.3 Recommendations 

Any intervention, training or consultancy addressing CSR in SMEs similar to those represented 

in the Focus Groups, should take into account the role entrepreneurial and organizational 

culture, reflected in the interpersonal relations between employers, employees and clients.  

The discussion of CSR in SMEs may be in need of factual inputs about the role of the SME in 

society and the benefits and requirements related to this role.   

The case of these specific Focus Groups shows  that any approach to implement CSR should 

take into account traditions and national culture which influence the organization of work 

today (e.g. distribution of working time) in many small enterprises and which may interfere 

with new concepts such as Work-life-balance. 

For this reason a new project adapted to SMEs may offer proposals of clear but simple ideas 

regarding CSR and its spirit of involving employers and employees, showing the great benefits 

for all participants and stakeholders involved. The employers, as part of the contracting 

procedure may underline the critical importance of positive attitudes and a good 

communication style, and as something equally important as hard and good work. They, too, 

should commit themselves to these attitudes and communication style, not only in relations 

with their clients but also with their employees. It may be recommended to apply a practical 

and detailed communication model, dealing for instance with motivational aspects of work. 
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3.4 Categories produced in the Focus Groups of Barcelona and Tarragona, structured by the 

PAR- tool (Participatory Action Research) “EdEt”. 
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ANNEX 1: VET System Analysis, Work sheets KATE (Germany), NFI (Austria), LIPA/UAB 

(Spain), AITR (Italy) 

Please notice: ANNEX 1 is available at KATE (angela.giraldo@kate-stuttgart.org) 
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 Annex 2: Survey Results 
1.GERMANY:  
Question 1:  Which touristic sector does your company operate in? 

 

Question 2: How many employees has your company?  
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Question 3: Which percentage of your workforce are temporary or seasonal workers? 

 

Question 4: Apart from Management, does your company have other administrative units, 

different people with different responsibilities, e.g. Human Resources, Finance, Sales? 
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Question 5: In which of the following CSR-related areas is your company active? 
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Question 6: Is your company in contact and exchanges views with one or more of the following 

groups about their expectations towards its Social Responsibility? 

 

 

 

Question 7: Is management interested in the social responsibility of its company? 
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Question 8: Are the employees interested in the social responsibility of their company ? 

 

 

Question 9: Are the clients interested in the social responsibility of the company? 
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2. ITALY 
Question 1:  Which touristic sector does your company operate in? 

 

Question 2: How many employees has your company?  
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Question 3: Which percentage of your workforce are temporary or seasonal workers? 

 

Question 4: Apart from Management, does your company have other administrative units, 

meaning people with different responsibilities, e.g. Human Resources, Finance, Sales ..? 
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Question 5: In which of the following CSR-related areas is your company active? 
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Question 6: Is your company in contact and exchanges views with one or more of the following 

groups about their expectations towards its Social 

Responsibility?
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Question 7: Is management interested in the social responsibility of its company? 

 

 

Question 8: Are the employees interested in the social responsibility of their company ? 
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Question 9: Are the clients interested in the social responsibility of the company? 
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3. AUSTRIA 
Question 1:  Which touristic sector does your company operate in? 

 

Question 2: How many employees has your company?  
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Question 3: Which percentage of your workforce are temporary or seasonal workers? 

 

Question 4: Apart from Management, does your company have other administrative units,  

different people with different responsibilities, e.g. Human Resources, Finance, Sales..? 
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Question 5: In which of the following CSR-related areas is your company active? 
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Question 6: Is your company in contact and exchanges views with one or more of the following 

groups about their expectations towards its Social Responsibility? 
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Question 7: Is management interested in the social responsibility of its company? 

 

Question 8: Are the employees interested in the social responsibility of their company ? 
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Question 9: Are the clients interested in the social responsibility of the company? 
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ANNEX 3. Results of Focus Groups 

3.1 Questions used by facilitators (LIPA/UAB). All participants were provided with a copy of 

these questions at the beginning of the Focus Group session. Not all the questions were asked; 

of each Block, a limited selection of questions was asked. The majority of questions asked were 

from Block 1. Some questions in Block 4 are inspired by the work of KATE and TourCert in term 

of CSR in Tourism (www.kate-stauttgart.org).  

Bloc 1   Cultura RSC i govern corporatiu, l’estratègia i gestió de l’empresa. 

Block 1 CSR culture, corporate government, strategy and management 

of the enterprise 

 En general: Cóm es pot descriure la cultura de les PIMES en el sector 

turístic? Per exemple: hi ha valors, actituds i conductes potser provinents de 

determinades tradicions, impactes de la historia? 

 In general, how can the culture of the SMEs in the tourism sector be 

described? For example: are there values, attitudes and behaviours that 

may come from certain traditions or impacts of (recent) history? 

 Les PIMEs aposten per un determinat tipus de client o model de turisme? 

 Do SMEs aim at a certain type of client or tourism model? 

 En general, el grau de coneixement de part de les PIMES del concepte de 

Responsabilitat Social de l’Empresa, o de sostenibilitat és alt, mitjà o baix? 

 In general, do SMEs have a high, medium or low level of knowledge of the 

concept of Corporate Social Responsibility, or of sustainability?   

 Les empreses apliquen estàndards de gestió de manera voluntària (qualitat, 

aspectes financers, higiene medi ambient, prevenció de riscos, etc.) 

  Do the SMEs apply voluntarily any management standards (quality, 

finances, hygiene, environment, risk prevention, etc.)? 

 Unitats operatives existents en la empresa (a part del gerent - propietari)? 

 What kind of operational units usually exist in the enterprises (a part from 

the owner-management)?  

 Quin rol té el gerent/propietari en la cultura de la PIME del sector turístic? 

 What is the role of the owner-manager in the culture of the SMEs in the 

tourism sector?  
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 Si penseu en els valors ètics dels gerents de les pimes en el sector, es poden 

destacar algunes característiques ? 

 Thinking of the ethical values of the SME managers in the sector, can you 

highlight any characteristics? 

 Resulta difícil integrar els seus principis personals ètics a la quotidianitat de 

l’empresa?  (L’ètica serien aquells comportaments que estan d’acord amb 

allò correcte i bo en el context d’una situació específica (..) (ISO 26000). 

 Is it difficult to integrate personal ethical principles into daily operations of 

the enterprise? 

 En general, en les empreses petites i mitjanes del sector, els empleats tenen 

algun canal de participació en les decisions de l’empresa, especialment 

respecte a la cultura RSC? 

 In general in SMEs of the sector, can employees participate in the decisions 

of the enterprise, especially concerning the CSR culture?  

 De quina manera afecta l’activitat turística a tercers- o de manera 

satisfactori o de manera que pot molestar? 

 In which way does the touristic activity (of these SMEs) affect third 

parties (stakeholders)- either in a positive manner or a manner that 

can disturb?    

 La empresa / les empreses del sector aconsegueixen entrar en el 

diàleg amb aquestes persones, grups o entitats? 

 Do the enterprises of the sector manage to enter into dialogue with 

these third parties (stakeholders), individuals, groups or 

organizations?  

 Aquest diàleg té algun efecte sobre l’empresa, es a dir: com a 

conseqüència del diàleg es fan canvis a processos, productes o 

conductes de l’empresa? 

 Does this dialogue have any impact on the enterprise, i.e.: as a 

consequence of the dialogue changes regarding processes, products 

or behaviours are being undertaken?  

 En relació amb els interlocutors, tant cap a l’interior de l’empresa com cap a 

interlocutors exteriors, és important que les empreses rendeixin comptes?. 

(La rendició de comptes és la disposició i capacitat de l’empresa de 

respondre, (explicar i justificar) als interessos dels seus interlocutors 

respecte a les decisions i activitats de l’empresa. (ISO  26000) 

 In relation with the stakeholders, both inside and outside of the enterprise, 

is it important that the enterprises are accountable? 
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 En relació amb els interlocutors, és important que les empreses siguin 

transparentes? (La transparència és la obertura de l’empresa respecte a 

decisions i activitats que afecten la societat, la economia i el medi ambient i 

la seva disposició per comunicar aquestes decisions i activitats de manera 

clara i exacta, honesta i complerta i a temps (ISO 26000).   

 In relation with the stakeholders, is it important that the enterprises are 

transparent? 

 De quina manera s’informen les PIMEs del sector, de la situació legal en el 

seu àmbit? 

 In which way do SMEs in the sector inform themselves about the legal 

situation in their area of activity? 

 En el sector turístic, hi ha discussió respecte a la corrupció? 

 In the tourism sector is there a discussion about corruption?   

 

Bloc 2   Aspectes laborals  

Block 2   Aspects concerning working conditions 

 Existeixen les possibilitats d’educació i formació professional dels empleats 

en l’empresa/sector? 

 Are any opportunities for professional training being given to the employees 

in the sector or in the enterprise? 

 Existeixen possibilitats per a que els empleats fessin una carrera 

professional i ascendeixin dintre de la empresa (en general, dintre del 

sector)? 

 Do the employees have got the opportunity to have a professional career 

and to be promoted by the enterprise (or in general do the practices usually 

exist in the sector)?   

 Què es pot dir respecte a horaris flexibles en el sector? 

 Do SMEs in the sector apply the concept of flexible working hours?  

 Les empreses del sector compleixen els requisits de salut i seguretat en el 

lloc de treball? 

 Do SMEs in the sector comply with the requirements for health and safety at 

the work place?  

 Qué es pot dir sobre les  condicions laborals que permeten la conciliació amb 

la vida privada i familiar? 
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 What can you say about the working conditions which make possible the 

balance between working life and private (family) life? 

 Existeix la igualtat d’oportunitats de gènere, de grups d’edat i entre 

persones de diferents cultures en les empreses del sector? 

 Are there equal opportunities of gender, different age groups or different 

cultures in the SMEs of the sector? 

 Hi ha molta rotació de personal per abandonament  voluntari de  l’empresa? 

 Is there a high turnover of staff, i.e. employees leave the enterprise 

voluntarily?  

 

 

Bloc 3  Medi ambient en el sector turístic, les PIMES: 

Block 3 Concerting the environment, SMEs in the tourism sector:  

 prenen mesures per a reduir el ús de la calefacció i el aigua calent?  

 take measures to reduce the use of heating and hot water? 

 prenen mesures per a reduir el consum de l’electricitat? 

 take measures to reduce the consumption of electricity? 

 prenen mesures per a reduir els residus? 

 take measures to reduce the amount of waste? 

 prenen mesures per a reduir el consum de l’aigua? 

 take measures to reduce their water consumption? 

 prenen mesures per a reduir el consum de productes de gran consum 

(productes com el paper, plàstic, metall i altres materials) 

 take measures to reduce the use of consumption products, such as: paper, 

plastic, metal, other materials?  

 prenen mesures per a reduir la quantitat de viatges de negoci? 

 Take measures to reduce the number of business trips? 

 compensen els emissions CO2 dels viatges? 

 Compensate the CO2 emissions of their business trips? 
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Bloc 4  Aspectes específics del respectiu subsector turístic 

Block 4 Specific aspects of the touristic subsector  

4.1 Guies turístics 

4.1 Tourist guides 

En general, en aquest subsector, els guies turístics.. 

In general, in this subsector, the tourist guides.. 

...tenen un comportament exemplar respecte al cuidar el medi ambient? 

..show exemplary behaviour with respect to the environment?  

...cuiden la herència cultural? 

...take care of the cultural heritage?  

... informen als turistes respecte a la protecció de la flora i fauna? 

...inform the visitors about the protection of flora and fauna? 

...informen als turistes respecte als comportaments adequats a en el país/la regió 

que visiten (fotografies, propina, roba etc...) 

...inform the visitors about adequate behaviours in the country/ the region they 

visit (when not to take pictures, tips, way to dress, etc..)  

... tenen un comportament sensible i respectuós amb la gent autòctona del lloc? 

...behave themselves sensitively and respectful in relation with the local residents 

or indigenous people. 

…reben formació professional freqüent? 

...get professional training on a regular basis? 

4.2 Hotels, allotjament 

4.2 Hotels, accommodation 

…compren productes regionals o de producció biològica? 

.. buy regional and organically grown products?  

..informen als seus clients de manera activa respecte a comportaments ecològics 

importants en la zona  

..inform their clients in a pro active manner regarding ecologically important 

behaviours in the local area? 
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...ofereixen cuina local com a part del seu programa gastronòmic 

..offer local recipes as part of their gastronomic programme? 

... tenen una política de compres orientada en evitar i reduir residus (per exemple, 

evita embalatges  individuals i prefereix embalatges de unitats més grans) 

...avoid and reduce waste (e.g. prefer packaging of bigger units to individual 

packaging)  

...separen els residus 

..Separate waste 

...usen detergents i productes de neteja amigables amb el medi ambient 

.. use environmentally friendly cleansing agents   

...redueixen activament el consum d’aigua 

...reduce water consumption in an active way 

...eliminen les aigües residuals de manera amigable amb el medi ambient 

...eliminate residual waters in an environmentally friendly way 

... cerquen maneres d’estalvi energètic en l’empresa 

...identify energy saving procedures in their enterprise 

...usen fons d’energies renovables 

...use sources of renewable energy  

…respecten les estàndards arquitectònics de la localitat? 

..take into account the architectonical standards in the local area, when planning 

new buildings and construction works  

..asseguren als seus empleats oportunitat de formació professional? 

...provide professional training for their employees  

…ofereixen un sistema de reclamacions i de retroalimentació als seus clients amb el 

objectiu de la millora de la satisfacció dels clients 

..respond systematically to complaints and feedback coming from their clients, with 

the aim of improving client satisfaction 

…contracten a personal local o regional  

...contract local or regional personnel 
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3.2 Copy of final statements made by participants in the Barcelona Focus Group on 16th of 

April 

Bloc 3 
-INCOMPLIMENT  
ADMINISTRACIONS 
DESMOTIVA 
EMPRESES PRENEN MESURES MOLT CLIENTS NO 
  

 

Bloc 2 
- IMPLICACIÒ TRABALLADORS A LES EMPRESES, COL.LABORACIÒ, PARTICIPACIÒ CONJUNTA.  
- ADAPTACIÒ NORMATIVA LEGAL A LES NECESSITAS REALS ACTUALS  
 

 

Bloc 2 
- DIFICULTAT  FLEXIBILITAT PER NORMATIVA. 
- FALTA PREDISPOSICIÒ DELS EMPLEATS EN GENERAL I DE INTEGRACIÒ A L’ EMPRESA.  
 

 

Bloc 1 
GRAU CONEIXEMENT EN PIMES BAIX. 
DIFICULTAT EN EL COMPLIMENT TOT I LA VOLUNTARIETAT I LA BONA FE DE L’EMPRESARI. 
 

 

Bloc 1 
TREBALLAR PEDAGOGIA DE LA IDEA -> MARKETING DE BENEFICIS. 
“NO CUMPLIR” SINO DIR “COM ETS” 
 

 

Bloc 2 
INTEGRACIÒ DEL BENEFICI PER LES PERSONES QUE FAN ACCIÒNS DE CANVI 
COMPORTAMENT. 
INTEGRAR: CLIENTS EN LA R.S.C 
 

 

Bloc1 
EXCES NORMATIVA PRIORITZA ALTRES RESPONSABILITATS. 
DIFICULTAT TRANSMETRE MISATGE. 
MANCA VALORS: GENEROSITAT, SENSIBILITAT, ESFORS 
 

 

Bloc 3 
FORMACIÒ DESDE EL EMPLEAT NO DESDE L’EMPRES. 
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ES CUMPLEIX VINCULAT A LA NORMATIVA, POR A LES ASSEGURADOR 
ES FA SI ES REDUEIX COST 
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3.3 Signatures  of Focus Group participants 
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